Introduction {#s0001}
============

Pancreatic cancer is a highly lethal disease with extremely poor prognosis.[@cit0001],[@cit0002] Patients with pancreatic cancer usually have a 5-year survival rate of less than 5%.[@cit0003] Most patients with pancreatic cancer remain asymptomatic until the disease reaches an advanced stage.[@cit0001],[@cit0002] Surgical resection is the main treatment.[@cit0004] Unfortunately, at the time of diagnosis, most patients are not suitable for surgical resection due to local advanced or distant metastases. Chemotherapy is the only approved non-surgical option for most patients with advanced pancreatic cancer, but it is rarely cured. Recently, it has been reported that energy-based methods such as high-intensity-focused ultrasound (HIFU) could reduce cancer pain and prolong the survival time of advanced pancreatic cancer patients.[@cit0005] Pancreatic cancer has a high complexity in the tumor microenvironment, which leads to poor angiogenesis and severely limits the perfusion of the drug to the tumor after systemic administration. For example, epidermal growth factor receptor could a potential therapeutic target of monoclonal antibodies for pancreatic cancer therapy.[@cit0006] Therefore, there is an urgent need for more effective treatments that focus on targeted delivery to overcome the enormous challenges posed by pancreatic cancer. Emerging research has been conducted on the application of nanotechnology principles for therapeutic drug delivery. Nano-systems can "escort" drug molecules to planned destinations, avoiding the body's natural barriers, preventing early degradation or metabolism of the drug.[@cit0007]--[@cit0009] Nanocarriers are easy to synthesize and cost-effective, which can be easily customized for the application. A number of studies have been conducted using a wide range of nanotechnology for the treatment of various cancers, including pancreatic cancer.[@cit0010]--[@cit0012] So far, a few target nanomedicines have been approved and marketed such as DaunoXomeVR and Onco-TCSVR.[@cit0013],[@cit0014]

However, there are few studies on the application of nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer using systematic bibliometric methods. Bibliometric analysis concerning the application of nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer has not been conducted, which is possible to provide more insight into how nanoparticles can play a role in the treatment of pancreatic cancer. Several bibliometric methods and tools have been developed to help researchers in different fields construct knowledge maps, assess collective thought states on topics and identify hot spots in the research field. The two most common methods include co-word analysis and co-citation analysis. Co-word analysis is an important bibliometric analysis method that helps researchers identify hot topics and trends in the discipline.[@cit0015] In an article, if two words are often present at the same time, they may have a closer relationship than other pairs of words.[@cit0016] References in an article can provide important insights into currently known information about a certain topic. The most common way to obtain this information is through co-citation analysis: the two papers cited in the third article have a co-citation relationship. Statistical analysis of the relationship strength between different articles can assist researchers determine the knowledge base of the discipline, research frontiers, key authors, and other bibliometric information.[@cit0017],[@cit0018] Because of the abstract nature of the information in the text, visual analysis is often utilized in bibliometric research via visualization tools such as CiteSpace and BICOMB.[@cit0019],[@cit0020] These tools can be used to perform bibliometric analysis of topics from a variety of perspectives, such as co-word analysis, co-citation analysis, and author and institutional collaboration analysis. For example, as shown in our previous study, BICOMB was used to identify the hotspot distribution of subjects in the application of stents in pancreatic cancer by co-word analysis.[@cit0021] Xiao et al analyzed the knowledge domain and emerging trends in organic photovoltaic technology using CiteSpace software.[@cit0022] This study aimed to comprehensively analyze the current state of the application of nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer research from various angles using different bibliometric tools. Our findings clarified the intellectual structure and research performance in the field.

Materials and Methods {#s0002}
=====================

Data Source {#s0002-s2001}
-----------

In September 2019, we accessed the WoSCC online database to identify publications with the following search strategies: topic = "nanoparticles" and "pancreatic cancer". To go into depth into the application of nanoparticles in the treatment of pancreatic cancer, we did not impose other restrictions on the search strategies, including publication years, publication types and publication languages.

Data Extraction {#s0002-s2002}
---------------

The searched publications were evaluated as the following perspectives: (1) publication years; (2) author institutions; (3) countries/regions; (4) journals; (5) WoS categories; (6) publication types; (7) cited numbers; (9) keywords.

Co-Word Analysis {#s0002-s2003}
----------------

TXT file was imported into co-occurrence matrix generation software (BICOMB) for data extraction and matrix construction.[@cit0021] The frequency rankings of keywords, publication years, journals, cited papers, cited journals and authors were determined, respectively. According to H index, keywords, publication years, journals, cited papers, cited journals and authors were sorted in descending order of the frequency. Highly frequent keywords, publication years, journals, cited papers, cited journals and authors were identified. Furthermore, relationships between the highly frequent journals and the source literature were determined using biclustering analysis. A binary matrix was constructed based on the source literature set generated by BICOMB and the highly frequent journals as columns and rows. The results were visualized using "gCLUTO" software (version 1.0), a graphical cluster toolkit and graphical front-end of the "CLUTO" data clustering library.[@cit0023] The cluster analysis was used to evaluate the highly frequent journals, including the bisection repeat, cosine as the similarity function, and I2 as the clustering criterion function. Through different numbers of clusters, two clusters were performed to differentiate the first-rank number of clusters.

Co-Citation Analysis {#s0002-s2004}
--------------------

CiteSpace software (version 5.5.2) was used for co-citation analysis. CiteSpace is a bibliometric analysis visualization software developed by Chen.[@cit0024] We imported the complete dataset of 1171 articles related to nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer into CiteSpace. The timespan was set as "2003--2019" and slice length was set as "1". The 50 most cited papers for each time slice were selected, which were used to construct a co-citation network where each node represented a cited paper. After that, citation burst detection and timeline view were performed. Furthermore, dual-map overlay was performed to reveal overall scientific contributions. Finally, cited author collaboration and cited institution networks were constructed, respectively.

Full records of these publications and cited references were imported into VOSviewer (version 1.6.13) for high-frequent term and time fusion analyses.[@cit0025] VOSviewer was used to extract and analyze terms in titles and abstracts of publications. After that, the association between extracted terms and citation counts was analyzed. Finally, the results were visualized into a bubble chart. Each bubble represented a term. The size of the bubble expressed the frequency of occurrence of the term (multiple occurrences in a publication count as one). If two words co-occurred more frequently, the two bubbles were closer. CitNetExplorer (version 1.0.0) was used to conduct citation networks, which could sort citation relationships of publications in a field in chronological order.[@cit0026]

Results {#s0003}
=======

Major Topic Surveys {#s0003-s2001}
-------------------

Major topics in the field of the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer were analyzed using the carrot system and VOSviewer. For carrot2 results, we found that "tumor therapeutic", "nanoparticle system" and "enhanced tumor" were the top three topics ([Figure 1A](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). As shown in [Figure 1C](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}, the main terms were as follows: "nanoparticles", "pancreatic cancer", "drug delivery" and "gemcitabine" according to VOSviewer. All keywords were mainly clustered into five groups. "Drug delivery" and "gemcitabine" occurred after "nanoparticles" and "pancreatic cancer" ([Figure 1D](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 1Major topics for the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer. (**A** and **B**) Visualization of keyword ranking based on the carrot system. The larger the weight of the topic, the larger the area, and the more central the module. (**C**) Density visualization. (**D**) Keyword co-occurrence map visualization. Bubble chart visualized 219 keywords. The minimum number of occurrences of a keyword was set as 10. The bigger the bubble, the higher the frequency. Furthermore, the closer the proximity, the higher the frequency.

Distribution of Articles by Publication Years {#s0003-s2002}
---------------------------------------------

A total of 1171 relevant publications from 2003 to 2017 were collected for this study. As depicted in [Figure 2A](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}, the number of publications has been rising over time. In 2017, 195 publications were addressed, suggesting that the field in 2017 was in a period of rapid growth. Among all publications, 83.177% were articles ([Figure 2B](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 2Publication years (**A**) and publication types (**B**).

Highly Frequent Terms {#s0003-s2003}
---------------------

Keywords, publication year, journals, cited papers, cited journals and cited authors were extracted using BICOMB software. Highly frequent terms were then identified. The top 20 most frequent keywords are listed in [Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}, such as pancreatic cancer, nanoparticles, drug delivery and gemcitabine.Table 1Highly Frequent Terms in the Nanoparticles in Pancreatic CancerNo.KeywordsFrequency, nPercentage, %Cumulative Percentage, %1Pancreatic cancer1483.21323.21322Pancreatic cancer1132.45335.66653Nanoparticles571.23756.90404Nanoparticles561.21588.11985Drug delivery561.21589.33566Gemcitabine491.063810.39957Drug delivery370.803311.20288Gemcitabine350.759911.96279Cancer310.673012.635710Nanomedicine250.542813.178511Cancer250.542813.721212Nanoparticle230.499314.220613Nanoparticle220.477614.698214Nanomedicine210.455915.154115Magnetic resonance imaging200.434215.588416Gold nanoparticles190.412516.000917Apoptosis180.390816.391718Nanotechnology170.369116.760719Curcumin150.325717.086420Gold nanoparticles150.325717.4121

Global Landscape {#s0003-s2004}
----------------

The country distribution of the number of cited papers related to the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer is depicted as [Figure 3A](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}. The results showed that US and China published the most papers, indicating that these two countries could be at the forefront of the world in this field.Figure 3Clustering analysis of high frequently journals in the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer. (**A**) The country distribution of cited papers related with the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer. (**B**) A mountain visualization biclustering of highly frequent journals and articles on the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer. (**C**) A visualized matrix biclustering of highly frequent journals and PubMed Unique Identifiers of articles related with the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer.

Highly Frequent Journals and Cited Journals {#s0003-s2005}
-------------------------------------------

We identified 20 highly frequent journals ([Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}) and cited journals ([Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}), therefore, focusing on articles published in these journals may help to understand the latest developments in the field. Highly frequent-cited papers in the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer are listed in [Table 4](#t0004){ref-type="table"}. "Burris HA, 1997, J CLIN ONCOL, V15, P2403", "Von Hoff DD, 2013, NEW ENGL J MED, V369, P1691", "MATSUMURA Y, 1986, CANCER RES, V46, P6387" were the top three highly cited papers. These highly cited articles may be the cornerstone of the field.Table 2Highly Frequent Journals in the Nanoparticles in Pancreatic CancerNo.JournalsFrequency, nPercentage, %Cumulative Percentage, %1Journal of Controlled Release453.84293.84292International Journal of Nanomedicine453.84297.68573ACS nano443.757511.44324Biomaterials393.330514.77375RSC Advances272.305717.07946International Journal of Pharmaceutics242.049519.12897Journal of Materials Chemistry B231.964121.09318ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces231.964123.05729Nanomedicine-Nanotechnology Biology and Medicine231.964125.021310Cancer Research231.964126.985511Theranostics191.622528.608012Molecular Pharmaceutics181.537130.145213Nanoscale161.366431.511514Scientific Reports161.366432.877915Journal of Biomedical Nanotechnology151.281034.158816Colloids and Surfaces B-Biointerfaces141.195635.354417Small141.195636.550018PLoS One141.195637.745519Nanomedicine141.195638.941120Bioconjugate Chemistry131.110240.0512 Table 3Highly Frequent Cited Journals in the Nanoparticles in Pancreatic CancerNo.JournalsFrequency, nPercentage, %Cumulative Percentage, %1Biomaterials19182.94662.94662J Control Release18992.91755.86413Cancer Res17552.69628.56034Acs nano13932.140110.70045P Natl Acad Sci USA10831.663812.36426Adv Drug Deliver Rev10481.610113.97437J Am Chem Soc10381.594715.56908Clin Cancer Res9151.405716.97479Int J Nanomed7531.156818.131510INT J PHARMACEUT7031.080019.211611Nano Lett6531.003220.214812J Clin Oncol6080.934121.148913Science6010.923322.072214Nature6000.921822.994015Mol Pharmaceut5710.877223.871216PLoS One5560.854224.725417Nat Rev Cancer5290.812725.538118Bioconjugate Chem5220.802026.340019Angew Chem Int Edit4890.751327.091320Small4800.737427.8287 Table 4Highly Frequent Cited Papers in the Nanoparticles in Pancreatic CancerNo.ArticlesFrequency, nPercentage, %Cumulative Percentage, %1Burris HA, 1997, J Clin Oncol, V15, P2403660.10140.10142Von Hoff DD, 2013, New Engl J Med, V369, P1691620.09530.19663Matsumura Y, 1986, Cancer Res, V46, P6387610.09370.29044Peer D, 2007, Nat Nanotechnol, V2, P751560.08600.37645Cabral H, 2011, Nat Nanotechnol, V6, P815550.08450.46096Olive KP, 2009, Science, V324, P1457490.07530.53627Jain RK, 2010, Nat Rev Clin Oncol, V7, P653470.07220.60848Lee GY, 2013, ACS nano, V7, P2078440.06760.67609Patra CR, 2008, Cancer Res, V68, P1970440.06760.743610Maeda H, 2000, J Control Release, V65, P271420.06450.808111Provenzano PP, 2012, Cancer Cell, V21, P418420.06450.872612Conroy T, 2011, New Engl J Med, V364, P1817410.06300.935613Meng H, 2015, ACS nano, V9, P3540410.06300.998614Hidalgo M, 2010, New Engl J Med, V362, P1605400.06151.060115Davis ME, 2008, Nat Rev Drug Discov, V7, P771390.05991.120016Ferrari M, 2005, Nat Rev Cancer, V5, P161360.05531.175317Fang J, 2011, Adv Drug Deliver Rev, V63, P136350.05381.229018Erkan M, 2012, Nat Rev Gastro Hepat, V9, P454320.04921.278219Li DH, 2004, Lancet, V363, P1049310.04761.325820Siegel R, 2014, CA-Cancer J Clin, V64, P9310.04761.3735

Highly frequent journals were categorized into eight clusters, reflecting the general outline of the research development of the discipline ([Figure 3B](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). Descriptive and discriminating features in the eight clusters are listed in [Table 5](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. By analyzing the cited journals within each cluster, the main knowledge structure and research status in the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer field could be determined. Highly frequent journals were distinguished into eight clusters in matrix visualization ([Figure 3C](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). The top and left of hierarchical tree, respectively, showed the associations between highly frequent journals and relevant papers. Furthermore, the corresponding paper was obviously shown for each highly frequent journal in each cluster.Table 5Descriptive and Discriminating Features in the Eight ClustersClusterSizeInternal SimilarityInternal Standard DeviationExternal SimilarityExternal Standard Deviation070.3860.0380.1800.0301190.3800.0460.1810.049280.3500.0390.1760.041360.2900.0200.1290.0344190.3720.0600.2110.063590.2930.0260.1570.0256180.3040.0290.1800.0347200.3150.0690.1910.066

Highly Frequent Cited Author {#s0003-s2006}
----------------------------

We also focused on highly frequent-cited authors, such as "Yong, KT", "Wang, J" and "Zhang, Y" ([Table 6](#t0006){ref-type="table"}). Highly cited authors were pioneers in the field and could significantly contribute to the development of the field.Table 6Highly Frequent Cited Authors in the Nanoparticles in Pancreatic CancerNo.AuthorsFrequency, nPercentage, %Cumulative Percentage, %1Yong, KT290.34580.34582Wang, J230.27420.62003Zhang, Y170.20270.82274Roy, I170.20271.02545Couvreur, P160.19081.21626Prasad, PN160.19081.40697Wang, Y140.16691.57398Yallapu, MM140.16691.74089Jaggi, M140.16691.907710Kataoka, K140.16692.074611Chauhan, SC140.16692.241612Huang, L130.15502.396613Yang, L130.15502.551614Fu, DL130.15502.706615Li, J130.15502.861616Khan, S130.15503.016617Hu, R120.14313.159718Mao, H120.14313.302719Wang, LY120.14313.445820Jin, C120.14313.5889

Citation Bursts {#s0003-s2007}
---------------

The literature represented in the co-citation network was clustered into 12 categories ([Figure 4A](#f0004){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). The modularity was 0.688, indicating that the specialties were clearly defined in terms of co-citation clusters. However, the mean silhouette score was 0.3201 due to the numerous small clusters. The categories were tagged by keywords of the cited papers. Through comprehensively analyzing the tags and the papers corresponding to each category of nodes, the main intellectual structure and the current state of research in the application of nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer can be determined.Figure 4Citation burst. (**A** and **B**) Clustering analysis of the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer co-citation network, generated by top 50 per slice between 1986 and 2019. (LRF = 3.0, LBY = 8, and e = 2.0). The size of the node represents the number of times of the cited literature, and the color of the line expresses the time when an article is first cited. Red text stands for the terms extracted from the title of the citing article in each cluster. (**C**) The top 20 references with the strongest citation bursts in the co-citation network.

Major milestones in the development of the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer can be identified from the list of references that had strong citation bursts from 2003 to 2019 ([Figure 4C](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). CiteSpace software was used to analyze the co-citation network. The top 20 citation bursts were identified. The increasing number of citations of these papers in a certain period indicated the rapid acceptance and dissemination in the application of nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer. These papers could contribute to the knowledge structure in the field.

Timeline View from 2000 to 2018 {#s0003-s2008}
-------------------------------

A timeline view can depict changes in the trends of a field with time. In this study, the timeline was visualized using CiteSpace. In [Figure 5](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, nodes of a cluster shared a horizontal line. The publication dates of papers were at the top of the view, while the latest articles were on the right. The timeline view clearly described the number of nodes in each cluster. The number of nodes in the cluster reflected the importance of this topic in the field. The greater the number of nodes, the more important it was. This timeline view visualized the most important articles in a particular topic and showed the emergence, popularity and decline of research topics. Furthermore, the view also showed the temporal characteristics of the study area reflected by the cluster. As depicted in [Figure 5](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, \#cluster 0 "stromal barrier" and \#cluster 1 "emerging inorganic nanomaterial" occurred first. \#cluster 9 "targeted genetic medicine" and \#cluster 11 "nano-quantitative structure-activity" developed late.Figure 5A timeline visualization from 2000 to 2018. Nodes are labeled with corresponding topics.

Discipline and Journal Analysis {#s0003-s2009}
-------------------------------

A dual-map overlay of the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer research literature stood for the entire dataset in the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer generated from journals indexed on the Web of Science. The dual-map overlay visualized the citation state of the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer research. As depicted in [Figure 6A](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}, the left half side suggested the citing map, and the right half side represented the cited map. Furthermore, the curve was the citation path connection line from the left side to the right side. This connection demonstrated the flow of knowledge and connections in different areas of research. The dual-map overlay showed that the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer papers were published in various disciplines. [Figure 6B](#f0006){ref-type="fig"} shows the top 20 journals according to cited records in the field.Figure 6Discipline and journal analysis. (**A**) Dual-map overlap of the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer literature. The colored curve suggests the reference path. The nature of each region is defined by the Journal of the corresponding region. (**B**) The top 20 journals according to cited records in the field of the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer.

Citation Networks {#s0003-s2010}
-----------------

CiteNetExplorer was used to construct citation networks for the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer. We analyzed the 132 most cited publications from 2003 to 2017 ([Figure 7A](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}). The citation network consisted of 330 citation links. Furthermore, we also analyzed the 10 most cited publications from 2008 to 2012. There were 20 citation links in [Figure 7B](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 7Citation networks. (**A**) Citation network of the 132 most cited publications from 2003 to 2017. (**B**) Citation network of the 10 most cited publications from 2008 to 2012. The curves between the nodes suggest the citation relationships.

Co-Cited Publication Cluster Analysis {#s0003-s2011}
-------------------------------------

[Figure 8A](#f0008){ref-type="fig"} depicts the density map of the co-citation publications, which could provide the intellectual structure for the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer field. Moreover, a co-cited publication network was visualized ([Figure 8B](#f0008){ref-type="fig"}). As shown in [Figure 8A](#f0008){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#f0008){ref-type="fig"}, four co-cited publication clusters were conducted, which were expressed in different colors.Figure 8Co-cited publication cluster analysis. (**A**) Co-cited publication density map based on co-citation. (**B**) Co-cited publication network.

Co-Citation Map of Authors and Institutions on Clustered Networks {#s0003-s2012}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

CiteSpace was used to analyze the cited author cooperation network regarding the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer research. The results showed the top 20 cited authors. As shown in [Figure 9A](#f0009){ref-type="fig"}, the network had a modularity of 0.6793, which was relatively high. The mean silhouette score was 0.4633 which was relatively low due to numerous small clusters. Among the top 20 most cited authors, HEINEMANN V, ZHANG Y, REDDY LH, MAEDA H had the greatest citation numbers per publication. We next analyzed a total of 696 institutions participating in the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer research using CiteSpace. The top 50 institutions were identified, as shown in [Figure 9B](#f0009){ref-type="fig"}. The network had a modularity of 0.688, which was relatively high. Moreover, the mean silhouette score was 0.3201 which was relatively low due to numerous small clusters. These most cited institutions had the strong cooperation.Figure 9Co-citation map of authors and institutions on clustered networks. Co-cited author network (**A**) and co-cited institution network (**B**), generated by top 20 per slice between 1986 and 2019 (LRF = 3.0, LBY = 8, and e = 2.0). The size of the nodes in the network indicates the amount of publications by authors or institutions.

Discussion {#s0004}
==========

This study explored the research performance of the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer research by applying different bibliometric tools. For the first time, we analyzed the application of nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer from a bibliometric perspective and extended the application scope of bibliometric analysis. Through combining co-word analysis and co-citation analysis, we identified the knowledge base and development status of the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer research. We found that the most important intellectual basis of the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer was composed of tumor therapeutic, enhanced tumor and nanoparticle system over the past decade.[@cit0027]--[@cit0029] Although most of the research on the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer is carried out in isolation, there is little attempt to combine the comprehensive study of the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer with other disciplines. Therefore, there is still an encouraging trend in the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer.

We conducted co-word analysis to visually present the hotspots of the nanoparticles in the pancreatic cancer research. Co-word analysis is a micro-analysis method, which is used to determine the research hotspots of a certain topic and to visually reveal the findings.[@cit0030]--[@cit0032] Furthermore, the citations of the article are also of reference value because they indirectly reflect important concepts of a particular topic. Thus, in this study, co-citation analysis was utilized to identify major knowledge bases for the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer research.

We found that emerging inorganic nanomaterial is a research hotspot and an important knowledge base in this field.[@cit0033] The combination of the time zone view and the reference burst detection indicated that the PRASAD PN 2004 had the greatest impact on the magnetic field, with the largest detonation burst strength being 4.9608. This article was also the earliest landmark node in the time zone view, followed by other important nodes. Therefore, the PRASAD PN 2004 study could be considered as a "trigger study," which could trigger other major breakthroughs or scientific activities. This type of work can facilitate further research and publications, making it a groundbreaking study in the field. The co-citation network showed the importance of article published by YANG L (2009) and had more co-citation links than other published articles in the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer.[@cit0034] Therefore, the article may play a pivotal role in the process of inheriting and spreading knowledge. In addition to the innovative academic significance, the novelty and diversity of research content can also explain the importance of these works. Furthermore, time zone view analysis showed that, in recent years, the research focus of the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer has been "stromal barrier", "emerging inorganic nanomaterial" and "cancer nanomedicine". Among them, stromal barrier is the main feature of pancreatic cancer, including cellular components (such as fibroblasts, immune cells and endothelial cells), acellular components (such as collagen, fibronectin, growth factors and cytokines) and biophysical components (such as low pH and low oxygen).[@cit0012] This may be due to the slow progress of the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer. From the time zone view, we found that very few important nodes at the end of the time zone. However, this is to be expected because co-citation and citation analysis are not sensitive to the latest research, and no follow-up article can refer to the work. In the dual-map overlay analysis, we determined that the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer could be limited to the fields of medicine and materials chemistry, but few studies are related to other disciplines. Therefore, the interdisciplinary study of the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer may be a potential development opportunity.

As shown in our timeline view of the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer co-citation network, "targeted genetic medicine" and "nano-quantitative structure-activity" developed late.[@cit0027],[@cit0035] Targeted genetic medicine may be helpful to monitor, detect, and cure cancer effectively, which provides safe and effective personalized treatments for cancer patients by specifically targeting and preventing cancer cells in the body. Furthermore, targeted nano-medicine only needs a low dose of the drug, which reduces drug toxicity and side effects. Nanoparticles provide an ideal platform for integrating desired properties into a single gene delivery system and have a wide range of applications in controlling drug release and targeting cancer cells. Targeted genetic medicine encapsulated by nanoparticles can be a promising therapy for pancreatic cancer.[@cit0036] Since experimental evaluation of the safety of nanoparticles is expensive and time consuming, it has been found that several computational methods, particularly nano-quantitative structure--activity relationships (it refers to the relationships between the measured cellular uptakes of nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer cells and their physical, chemical and structural properties.), are an effective alternative to predicting the potential toxicity of new nanoparticles prior to mass production.[@cit0035]

The vigorous development of nanotechnology has a huge impact on the medical field. The application of drug delivery with nanoparticles greatly helps to reduce the mortality of cancer. Compared to conventional treatments (such as chemotherapy and radiotherapy), drug delivery with nanoparticles may effectively avoid high doses of drug, systemic toxicity, damage of normal cells and lack of potential targeted output.[@cit0037] Furthermore, there are other advantages of nanoparticles for cancer treatment. For example, nanoparticles can be used to enhance heating mechanism of energy-based method such as HIFU.[@cit0038] Thus, drug delivery with nanoparticles has the potential for improving therapeutic efficacy for pancreatic cancer. In this study, we showed the research performance and intellectual structure of the nanoparticles in pancreatic cancer research, which may help researchers understand the research trends and hotspots in this field.

Conclusion {#s0005}
==========

Co-word and co-citation analyses were performed using various scientific metrology tools to reveal the bibliometric characteristics of the nanoparticles in the pancreatic cancer field. In this study, we identified the research development in the field and evaluated the publications of research institutions to guide research strategies and fund decision-making.
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